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ExecutiveSummary
The Middletown Amtrak station planning process has evolved over the past few years. This
document summarizes the analyses, discoveries, and issues regarding the site selection and approval
since the last submitted document, Engineering and Environmental Fatal Flaws Memo (October 2009).
The fatal flaws document recommended two (2) sites for a detailed feasibility analysis. They were:
Harrisburg International Airport (HIA), and
Ann Street (former AP Green) site
Based on the information obtained and conceptual options evaluated, the Ann Street site is
advantageous based upon its location in the Borough and the opportunity for revenue growth due
to the proposed redevelopment in conjunction with the transit station. The economic benefit of the
site location at Ann Street is being quantified and will be included in a future amendment to this
analysis. However, this site also has issues which must be addressed prior to a formal commitment.





Transportation Impact Study and required improvements
Public/Private Funding agreement
Site preparation/demolition schedule and hazard materials disposal
Platform type/track shift option (Norfolk Southern (NS) or Amtrak/M&H)

The current proposed HIA site concept utilizes a center platform and thus does not necessitate
shifting Norfolk Southern. This site conceptually provides a cost savings over the Ann Street site
due to negating the need for a parking structure, but does not provide the economic revitalization to
the Borough. The HIA site also would require additional coordination with Lower Swatara
Township as well as Susquehanna Area Regional Airport Authority (SARAA) if chosen.
Further analysis is required before a site is chosen for final design.
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Introduction

As part of the preliminary studies for the Middletown train station, a Fatal Flaws Analysis was
completed in October 2009. This report, which can be downloaded at www.palnthekeystone.com,
concluded that two (2) of the four (4) potential station locations warranted a more detailed feasibility
analysis. The two identified locations are:
x
x

Harrisburg International Airport (HIA)
And Ann Street (former AP Green site).

In this detailed alternatives analysis, the results of the detailed feasibility study will be documented.
The studies include:
x
x
x
x
x
x

engineering,
environmental,
funding options,
parking study,
municipal coordination, and
coordination with Amtrak and Middletown & Hummelstown Railroads.

The following tasks have been conducted in order to determine each site’s feasibility:
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Topographic survey
Coordination with Amtrak and Middletown & Hummelstown (M&H) railroads
Parking Analysis
Partnership and Funding Recommendation
Informal agreement with Abbco
Meetings with Middletown Borough
Track engineering options
Cost estimates and refinement
Environmental Impacts
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DetailedStudy


HarrisburgInternationalAirport(HIA)


The proposed HIA site is located just east of State
Road 3032 (Airport Connector) along State Route LookingacrossRout230towardHIA
230 (adjacent to Linden Center) directly across from
the Harrisburg International Airport (and tracks) in Lower Swatara Township, Dauphin
County.
The concept that was evaluated for this site involves a shift of the Amtrak track 2 to the
north to provide clearance for a 15 feet wide, 500 feet long center platform. The existing
land on the north side of State Road 230 would be developed into a surface parking lot,
station and possibly other transit-oriented development (TOD) land uses. Refer to Figure 1
for the HIA site concept. A pedestrian overpass, including stair/elevator towers, would
transport patrons from the parking lot (north of State Road 230) to the platform (south of
State Road 230). The pedestrian overpass could also be extended further south to connect
to the airport parking garage for passengers with HIA as a destination. The track is in
tangent in this area so there are no issues with meeting Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) requirements and no clearance issues with wide load cargo adjacent to the platform.
However, it is anticipated that three catenaries would be impacted with this proposed
option.
Conceptual level engineering reveals that this location is feasible and would provide some of
the amenities that Amtrak patrons are seeking:
x Free parking,
x Easy access to major travel routes,
x Services related to travel (Future TOD: convenience, hotel, restaurant)
Site topographic and planimetric survey was performed at this site. Based on this
information, conceptual platform and track alignments were evaluated. Moving Amtrak
Track 2 to the north does not encroach upon Route 230 and is feasible.
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EnvironmentalConsiderations


Detailed environmental analyses have been completed for the potential Harrisburg
International Airport (the Airport) location. A majority of the environmental
analyses show no significant obstacles with the Airport location. A Pennsylvania
Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) assessment completed for the project area
indicates that no threatened or endangered plants and/or animals are present within
the project area, and wetlands did not appear to be present onsite during field
inspection. Three hazardous waste sites at equal or higher elevation than the subject
property were listed in the Environmental Data Resources report and further
investigation may be warranted should design begin on this site
Upon investigation of the potential cultural resource impacts due to the proposed
site, it was found that the area is within the National Register eligible Middletown Air
Depot Historic District. Additionally, there are several National Register eligible
properties within a one-half mile radius of the proposed site at the Airport as well as
the NR eligible rail corridor itself. A Determination of Effects on these resources
will be completed if this site is chosen as the preferred. It is not anticipated however
that the effects would be adverse.
The HIA site is a feasible site from an engineering, cost and amenity standpoint; however,
these are the detriments to this site:
¾ HIA travelers using free Amtrak parking
¾ No pedestrian and bike access from Borough and PSU Harrisburg residents


AnnStreetSite

The Ann Street site is located on the
western edge of Middletown Borough on
the south corner of State Route 230 and
Ann Street.
The
detailed
feasibility
analysis
conducted for this site included site
layout, parking, cost, and track relocation.

ViewNortheastfromAnnStreetBridge
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TrackConcepts

The current track configuration at Ann Street is shown in Figure 6. In order to
accommodate the proposed 500 foot long platform (as recommended per Amtrak
guidelines) on tangent, this location would require the platform to lie just west of
Ann Street Bridge. This concept would involve relocating the M&H to the north as
well as Amtrak Track 2 to provide clearance for the 15 feet wide center platform. In
order to meet clearance to obstructions from tracks, the platform would need to be
25 feet wide at the point where the elevator/stair tower descends, on the east side of
the bridge. A pedestrian overpass and elevator/stair towers would provide patron
access from the station area to the platform as shown on Figure 2. Several of the
catenaries would be impacted on the north side of the tracks due to the shift of the
M&H interchange and siding tracks. Based upon a coordination meeting with
Amtrak representatives, several more options were investigated for feasibility. Such
as, instead of shifting M&H and Amtrak to the north, a shift of NS track to the
south was considered. Currently, Amtrak owns right-of-way beyond the NS track on
the south side. A conceptual engineering layout was completed and can be seen in
Figure 3. This option would preserve right-of-way for a second NS track and would
shift the current NS track to the south to make room for two, 12 feet wide outside
platforms (one for each direction of travel). They would again be 500 feet in length
and would be located just west of Ann Street Bridge. The cross section concept can
be seen in Figure 4.
Another track concept that was investigated was relocating Amtrak Track 2 to the
north and the M&H siding tracks and interchange to the west. This would avoid
wide load conflicts at the proposed Amtrak platform and thus necessitating flip-up
edges, which are considered a hazard. In looking at this option and coordinating
with M&H, it was decided that this
could not be warranted because there
are not any wide cargo loads
currently serviced along the M&H
line. The other issues with the
proposed relocation were grade of
the siding yard, a switch located
along a curve, and adequate
turnaround. M&H representatives
ViewwestfromAnnStreetbridge 
primarily support a NS shift, however
would accommodate a shift of their interchange if the length, grade, and turnaround
Michael Baker Jr., Inc.
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movements are accommodated. Of note, the M&H interchange/siding was
relocated with public and private funds a few years ago and would not be equitable at
this time. A summary of track options for the Ann Street site location is provided
below.
Impacts
Track
Catenary
Right-of-way
Ann Street bridge
Track costs (conceptual)


Center Platform
shift Amtrak 2 and
M&H interchange
~4
Need private
none
$6-8 M

Outside platforms
Shift NS
~2
Existing Amtrak
none
$4-6 M

StationConcepts


During the design Charette process in July 2009, several concepts were developed
based on public and stakeholder input. The priorities identified for the station
amenities included parking, convenient access, pedestrian access via Middletown
Borough, transit and HIA shuttle service, and other commercial options such as
electronic ticketing, convenience store, restaurant and hotel. The Ann Street site
(formerly AP Green) is owned by a development company, Abbco Real Properties,
and currently has a plan for redevelopment of the entire site which includes mixeduse retail, commercial and a hotel, named Westporte Center. A public-private joint
development opportunity exists at this location. Amtrak patrons could benefit the
businesses and a portion of the site could be utilized for Amtrak parking and
platforms access/ticketing area.
Discussions have occurred between the
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) Bureau of Public
Transportation (BPT) and the land owner; and the opportunity is available.
Currently, issues regarding the station concept at the Ann Street site which need
resolution prior to site selection are as follows:
¾ Funding Agreement between PennDOT, Abbco and the Borough
Environmental documentation
¾ Transportation Impact Study pursuant to a HOP permit
¾ Proposed Emaus Street extension and associated costs/HOP
A parking analysis was completed in January 2010, which revealed that Amtrak
patrons for a future growth to 2019 would require approximately 100 parking spaces.
In order to accommodate the proposed development, including the required parking
for the Westporte Center, a 210-space parking structure was proposed to minimize
Michael Baker Jr., Inc.
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land mass and maximize spaces. The three-level structure would be located in the
western corner of the site adjacent to Ann Street Bridge. The top of the structure
would be at grade with State Route 230 and the lower levels would match the grade
of the site near the rail lines. A kiss-n-ride or transit loop is incorporated into the
design concept. The total conceptual cost estimate for the parking garage is $10-12
Million.

EnvironmentalConsiderations


Detailed environmental analyses have been completed for the potential Ann Street
Amtrak station location. A majority of the environmental analyses show no
significant obstacles with the Ann Street location. Potential noise and vibration
impacts to sensitive receptors are being evaluated due to the proposed change in
track layout. Although a residential housing project is located in the immediate
project area, the proposed improvements are not anticipated to result in
disproportionately high or adverse impacts to minority or low-income residents or
populations.
A review of records identified historic resources eligible for the National register
which could be affected by the proposed Amtrak station at the Ann Street location.
Investigation of the potential effects on cultural resources, including the rail corridor,
is ongoing, but is anticipated that impacts will not be adverse. Through an
anticipated partnership agreement with the property owner, Abbco Real Properties,
site preparation will be the responsibility of the owner, including obtaining
demolition and disposal permits, with regard to hazardous materials on site. All
current site conditions will need to be resolved before the public funding is released
for the transit portion of the project.


CommunityInvolvement


In June 2009, the Plan the Keystone Team completed a series of interviews with pertinent
stakeholders regarding the relocation of the Middletown Amtrak Station. In these interviews,
questions were asked to develop a picture of how the train station is used, by whom, and preferred
Michael Baker Jr., Inc.
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locations for each of the stakeholders. In July, an interactive design Charrette was held with
interested parties to garner further input. In exercises similar to the stakeholder interviews, train
station options were developed and displayed with constant public input. Through this process of
public involvement, several key themes were developed:
¾ The train station has a steady patronage that walks to the current location
¾ Most patrons use the train for commuting to work on a regular basis
¾ Free parking at the current stations encourages riders from the wider region
¾ Most interested parties desire the train station to stay within the Borough of Middletown
Through these key themes, Ann Street was identified as the locally preferred alternative for the train
station relocation, with the Lot 29 site identified as another acceptable site. There was also interest
expressed in upgrading the current station at Mill Street. The proposed site at Harrisburg
International Airport (HIA) was determined to be the least desirable by the public involved.
After completion of the public outreach, an intense engineering and fatal flaws analysis was
conducted to determine the feasibility of each site. Through this effort, completed in November
2009, Lot 29 and the current Amtrak Station were determined to be fatally flawed, and the sites at
HIA and Ann Street were identified as feasible but challenging and require further analysis. Based
upon the detailed feasibility analyses to date, it has been determined that both sites can be
implemented successfully.
Both the Ann Street and the HIA sites have benefits to the public at large. The HIA site provides
an opportunity for ample parking and connectivity to air and ground transportation (rental cars,
taxis, and airplanes). Given that there is little development around the proposed site, an excellent
opportunity is present to bring new development to the area and create a true Transit Oriented
Development (TOD), one of the first in Dauphin County and the along the Keystone Corridor.
The HIA site meets most of the key themes identified by the public; however it is not located within
the Borough of Middletown and offers little opportunity for walking to the train station unless
connectivity is provided in the future.
Ann Street, while presenting significant engineering challenges, provides what the HIA site doesn’t,
a connection with the Borough of Middletown and integration into existing residential land uses
promoting walking to the train station. Through creative design, an alternative has been developed
that will allow for ample parking at the Ann Street Station, as well as integration into a new
development that will be constructed in conjunction with the new train station. This site, connected
to transit, will significantly increase the tax base of the Borough, and create a model site as a gateway
entrance to Middletown. In addition, the site creates a beneficial atmosphere for train patrons who
can travel by train and complete basic shopping needs in one trip, likely attracting new riders by
promoting awareness of the train to a greater audience.
Michael Baker Jr., Inc.
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Recently, the Harrisburg Area Transportation Study (HATS) approved $28 Million on the
Transportation Improvement Program for a Middletown Train Station.


Summary/NextSteps


The conceptual feasibility studies to date indicate that both the HIA and Ann Street sites are feasible
for the location of the Middletown Train Station. Ann Street is favored by the community and
would part a part in economic redevelopment; however, the HIA site conceptually has a lower cost.
The conceptual study reveals that the proposed Ann Street site would require further analysis on
these issues:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Transportation Impact Study (TIS)
Track shifting options with Norfolk Southern (NS) and Amtrak
Economic benefit quantification
MOA between Dauphin County, Middletown Borough, Abbco and PADOT

The proposed HIA site also needs further refinement and assessment regarding track
shifting/platform alignment as well as design and construction costs.
Once the necessary analyses are complete, the following steps are recommended to continue
progress.
1. Public meeting presenting final chosen site option
2. Submit environmental document to Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
3. Begin Design
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